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Abstract

The recently developed state-of-the-art models for Named Entity Recognition are

heavily dependent upon huge amounts of available annotated data. Consequently,

it is extremely challenging for data-scarce languages to obtain significant result.

Several approaches have been proposed to circumvent this issue, including cross-

lingual transfer learning, which is the leveraging of knowledge obtained by

available resources in the source language and transfer it to a target low-resource

language.

Maltese is one of the many majorly underresourced languages. The main

purpose of this project is to research how recently developed transformer multi-

lingual models (Multilingual BERT and XLM-RoBERTa) perform and to ultimately

set up an evaluation benchmark in zero-shot cross-lingual transfer learning for

Maltese Named Entity Recognition. The models are fine-tuned on Arabic, English,

Italian, Spanish and Dutch. The experiments evaluated the efficacy of the source

languages and the use of multilingual data in both the training and validation

stages.

The experiments demonstrated that feeding multilingual data to both the train-

ing and the validation phases was mostly beneficial to the performance. However,

adding it to the validation phase only was generally detrimental. Furthermore,

XLM-R achieved overall better scores however, employing mBERT and English

as the source language yielded the best performance.

The research work disclosed in this publication is partially funded by the Endeavour

Scholarship Scheme (Malta). Project part-financed by the European Social Fund -

Operational Programme II – European Structural and Investment Funds 2014-2020

“Investing in human capital to create more opportunities and promote the well-being

of society”.
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1. Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is one of the most heavily researched and imple-

mented Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. It consists of detecting and clas-

sifying named entities in a text, such asperson, location, organization, percentages,
monetary values, etc. It is a very useful tool for several downstream applications such

as creating efficient search algorithms for Machine Reading (D. Chen et al., 2017), Text

Summarization (Nobata et al., 2002); (Aramaki et al., 2009); (Gupta and Lehal, 2011),

Machine Translation (Babych and Hartley, 2003), Information Retrieval (Mandl and

Womser-Hacker, 2005); (Brandsen et al., 2021), Question Answering (Pizzato et al.,

2006), (Mollá et al., 2007), entity and event co-reference (B. Yang and Mitchell, 2016)

and text mining (D. Kim et al., 2019).

NER, a subtask of Information Extraction (IE), is heavily dependent upon vast

amounts of available data. Achieving competitive performance for languages suffering

from the lack of available annotated data, commonly known as low-resource languages

(LRL), is quite an arduous task. Data annotation is very resource-dependent, both in

terms of time and the number of people with sufficient expertise needed. In recent years,

a huge interest has been evinced in implementing multilingual models to improve the

performance of data-scarce languages. In such a scenario, data from high-resource

languages (HRLs) is adopted to the system to increase themodel’s performance through

cross-lingual transfer learning capabilities.

1.1. Motivation

Maltese is one of approximately 7000 languages that are majorly understudied (Ma-

gueresse et al., 2020). The first-ever project on NER for Maltese was conducted only

two years ago by Vella (2020). In her work, she annotated the first Maltese NER dataset,

consisting of 600 sentences in total. Vella (2020) implemented statistical multilingual

models (Conditional Random Field (CRF) and Bi-Directional Long-Short Term Memory

Conditional Random Field (Bi-LSTM CRF)) and evaluated their performance when

training on data from different languages and testing on Maltese data. Furthermore,

Farrugia (2021) carried out further experiments using the same CRF model with differ-

ent dataset variations to test out several other hypotheses. Both projects are explained

in detail in Section 2.6.

The main purpose of this project is to research how recently developed transformer

multilingual models, namely mBERT and XLM-R, perform for Maltese NER, ultimately

setting up an evaluation benchmark (i.e., baseline). Furthermore, the following two

main hypotheses are tested out:

1. Which source language (among Arabic, English, Italian, Spanish and Dutch)

produces the best transfer learning abilities for Maltese in NER?

2. How do large multilingual models such as mBERT and XLM-R perform?

3. Does multilingual data in the training and/or validation stages affect the perfor-

mance of large multilingual models?

7



1.2. The Maltese Language: A brief history

Before presenting the relevant research on the task of NER, a brief historical overview

of the Maltese language is essential to explain how the linguistics similarities between

Maltese and few of the chosen languages (Arabic, English and Italian) materialized

throughout history.

Maltese is a Semitic language which dates back to 870 when the Arabs occupied

the Maltese archipelago. It is generally assumed that the language has evolved from

the Maghrebi dialect (an Arabic dialect spoken in the Maghrebi region, consisting of

Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Western Sahara, and Mauritania). More specifically,

Maltese descends from Siculo-Arabic, a Maghrebi Arabic dialect developed in Sicily

from the early 830s until the early 1090s and introduced in Malta in 1048 when the

Arabs inhabited the island with a new community, establishing a conjoined community

with the previous low-numbered survivors (Brincat, 2005). Subsequently, after the

Normans invaded the Maltese islands in 1090 and the complete expulsion of the Arabs

in ca. 1245, Maltese was totally cut off from any contact with the Classical Arabic and

started being exposed to Latinazation, thus independently developing as a language

on its own by absorbing novel Sicilian and Italian words. Naturally, this helped the

previously established community to integrate with the newcomers. Malta was then

given to the Knights of the Order of St.John and although the majority of them were

French or Spanish, Italian was chosen as the official language of the island. In 1798,

the French First Republic invaded and won over Malta, however such conquest only

lasted for two years after the invasion of the British (1800), colonizing Malta for the

next 164 years. As anticipated, this has led to several changes to the language, albeit

the resistance of the population.

Modern Maltese is now an infdependent language and is recognized as the national

language of Malta, spoken by 522,000 people, 371,000 of which reside in Malta. The

majority of speakers (ca. 350, 000) use English on a regular basis, one of the two official

languages as per the Maltese Constitution, alongside Maltese. It is the only Semitic

language which is officially recognized in the European Union and written in the

Latin script. According to an etymological analysis of the 41,000 words in Aquilina

(2000), 32.41% are derived from Arabic, 52.46% are from Sicilian and Italian, 6.12%

are from English, and some of the remaining being French. According to Čéplö et

al. (2016), Maltese speakers are able to understand roughly 30% of spoken Tunisian

Arabic (Maghrebi dialect related to Siculo-Arabic) whilst Tunisian Arabs understand

approximately 40% of spoken Malta. All of these interesting facts makes the Maltese

language extremely unique.
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2. Previous Research

This chapter is divided into six different sections (as below), each starting with a brief

introduction to the topic. In order to lay the groundwork for this research, an in-depth

exploration is presented covered the main literature on NER and the different systems

and architectures employed for such task. Subsequently, the concept of low-resource

settings is presented, followed by a synopsis of the previous Maltese NER projects.

1. Named Entity Recognition (Section 2.1)

2. Traditional Learning Methods (Section 2.2)

3. Traditional Systems (Section 2.3)

4. Deep Learning (Section 2.4)

5. Low-Resource Settings (Section 2.5)

6. Maltese and Named Entity Recognition (Section 2.6)

2.1. Named Entity Recognition

This section thoroughly explains NER, starting from its origin and description, followed

by a list of resources and lastly, the evaluation metrics commonly used to evaluate

classification experiments.

2.1.1. Brief History and Definition

NER was established in the field of computational linguistics in 1996 during the Sixth

Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). At that

time, the MUC was primarily focusing on Information Extraction (IE) tasks wherein

important information is extracted in a structured manner from an unstructured text.

As a result, the need for enhancing such task through the detection and classifying

of named entities came forth and was then recognized as one of the most impor-

tant sub-tasks of IE and consequently referred to as “Named Entity Recognition and

Classification” (NERC).

Prior to its established position, Rau (1991) carried out the first-ever named entity

(NE) extraction project whereby she extracted company names from text. In her work,

she highlighted that over 4% of the words found in financial news texts are constituents

of company names, of which 25% are unknownwords. The NER algorithm implemented

in her work was tested on over 1 million words and achieved 95% precision and

extracted 25% more companies than human annotators.

The first simplistic definition of named entities was acknowledged by Petasis et al.

(2000), stating that “a named entity (NE) is a proper noun (PN), serving as a name

for something or someone” (Petasis et al., 2000, p. 128). This definition was contested

numerous times. Despite that, a general consensus was reached with regards to the

types of NEs: i) the generic type (including person and location) and (ii) domain specific

NEs (including financial and biological terms) (J. Li et al., 2020). According to Nadeau

and Sekine (2007), the NEs of “persons”, “locations” and “organizations”, together
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known as “enamex” since MUC-6, are the most researched types. “Date”, “time” and

“money”, and “percentage” and “quantity”, were also grouped together in MUC-6

as “timex” and “numex”, respectively. C. Lee et al. (2006) proposed a finer-grained

classification for named entities by splitting it into 15 classes: "person", "study field",

"theory", "artifacts", "organization", "location", "civilization", "date", "time", "quanity",

"event", "animal", "plant", "material" and "term".

2.1.2. Resources: Datasets and Tools

Since the first NER shared task in 1996, a wide range of datasets has been annotated

throughout the years. As demonstrated in J. Li et al. (2020), before 2005, the annotated

datasets were assimilated from news articles with a limited number of named entity

types, making them suitable for coarse-grained NER tasks (e.g., the shared tasks of

CoNLL 2002 (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002) and the CoNLL 2003 (Sang and De Meulder, 2003),

two of the most widely used NER datasets). Subsequently, diverse text sources such

as Wikipedia articles, conversations and user-generated text (e.g., Tweets) started to

be utilized to develop datasets adaptable for fine-grained NER Tasks by significantly

increasing the number of entity types (e.g., the Hyena dataset and the FG-NER dataset,

containing 505 and 200 entity types).

Domain-specific datasets mostly have been created using PubMed and MedLine

texts, both sources related to the biomedical domain. For instance, the BioNER task,

one of the earliest NER tasks, was established on MedLine abstracts consisting of

protein, DNA, RNA and cell attribute entity types, (J.-D. Kim et al., 2004). Uzuner

et al. (2007), Uzuner et al. (2011), Segura-Bedmar et al. (2013) and Liu et al. (2015)

are few of the other numerous projects. Interestingly, the number of entity types in

the biomedical domain ranges from 1 (in NCBI-Disease (Doğan et al., 2014) to 36 (in

Genia
1
).

The aforementioned datasets and shared tasks pertain only to the English language.

A collection of datasets for both English and many other languages are accessible

through Github
2
. A long list of corpora has also been compiled

3
. Furthermore, several

shared tasks for non-English languages including Slavic languages (Piskorski et al.,

2017), Arabic (Shaalan, 2014), German (Benikova et al., 2014) and Indian (Gali et al.,

2008) languages have been organized.

2.1.3. Evaluation Metrics

This section outlines different evaluation metrics utilized to test out the performance

of the classification systems. When evaluating a NER system, the process is carried

out based upon two main subtasks: (i) boundary detection (entity span detection) and

(ii) type identification. The system’s predictions are compared with the predictions

made by human annotators. Exact-Match evaluation, Relaxed-Match evaluation and

“Complex” evaluation, the three main evaluation methods, were introduced in Sang

and De Meulder (2003), Grishman and Sundheim (1996) and Doddington et al. (2004).

Exact-Match Evaluation

The Exact-Match evaluation (Sang and De Meulder, 2003) requires the system to

correctly identify its boundary and type at the same time. In this method, the Precision,

Recall and F1-score are computed using the True Positives (TP) (model correctly

predicting the positive class), False Positives (FP) (model incorrectly predicting the

1
Genia Project

2
Repository containing Named Entity Recognition datasets

3
List of Corpora
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positive class) and False Negatives (FN) (model mistakenly predicting the negative

class). The Precision is the percentage of the results which are correctly recognized

whereas the Recall refers to the percentage of relevant NE. The F1-score, combining

the two, calculates the weighted mean of Precision and Recall.

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
#𝑇𝑃

#(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
#𝑇𝑃

#(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 )

𝐹1 = 2 𝑥
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

Moreover, there are two types of F1-score: (i) Macro-Averaged F1-score and (i)

Micro-Averaged F1-score. The former is the average of F1-scores of all entity classes

whereas the latter is computed by adding the number of labelled entities together and

calculating Precision, Recall and F1 score afterwards. It is usually recommended to

avoid using the Micro F1-score when the system is affected by the larger classes in

the dataset, which in turn suppresses the performance of the smaller classes. Overall,

however, both are considered beneficial given that the performance of all classes is

required to be assessed.

Relaxed-Match Evaluation

The Relaxed-Match Evaluation is more lenient than the previous evaluation method.

It partially credits the systems for finding the correct boundaries regardless of the

type and for finding correct type regardless of its boundaries as long as an overlap is

present (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996).

“Complex” Evaluation

Lastly, the “Complex” evaluation method (Doddington et al., 2004) is the most complex

method. It works by considering the subtypes of NEs and assigning a weighted pa-

rameter to each class. It was proposed to solve the issues concerning partial matches

and wrong types, however, just as any other system, it has its own shortcomings.

Such an evaluation method is not intuitive and therefore makes error analysis difficult.

Furthermore, the final scores are only comparable when parameters are fixed (Nadeau

and Sekine, 2007); (Marrero et al., 2013); (Patawar and Potey, 2015). Therefore, complex

evaluation methods are generally avoided.

2.2. Traditional Learning Methods

This section describes thoroughly and reviews the different traditional learning meth-

ods utilized for NER.

2.2.1. Rule-Based Learning

The earliest systems for NER were generally based on hand-crafted rules as confirmed

in Nadeau and Sekine (2007). Rule-based systems are constructed with information lists

such as gazetteers, in addition to rules based on syntactic-lexical patterns to recognize

and categorize NEs.

RB systems are highly effective given that they are capable of leveraging the prop-

erties of language-related knowledge, although very expensive given the resources

needed. They are very domain-specific and therefore require knowledgeable domain

experts, apart from skillful programmers. Moreover, the domain-specificity causes

11



RB systems to be non-portable. Considering the shortcomings, researchers promptly

started taking interest in more complex machine learning algorithms.

2.2.2. Supervised Learning

Supervised systems classify data and learn patterns through the use of labelled datasets.

The input data is fed into the algorithm, the weights are optimized until the model

has been fitted appropriately to ultimately predict outcomes as accurately as possible.

In NER, several learning techniques have been applied throughout the years such as

(i) Hidden Markov Models (HMM), tested out in D. Shen et al. (2003) by adapting an

HMM NER system to the biomedical domain and in recent years, in Wang et al. (2014)

for Symptom Name Recognition in clinical records of traditional Chinese medicine,

(ii) Support Vector Machines (SVM), applied in Saha et al. (2010) by proposing a new

kernel which measures a novel distance function between the string based features,

(iii) Conditional Random Fields (CRF), implemented for the first time in a NER setting

by McCallum and W. Li (2003), (iv) Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) based

systems, utilized in Borthwick (1999) who proposed the “Maximum Entropy Named

Entity” (or MENE) system whose main objective is to make its tagging decisions by

making use of an vastly diverse range of knowledge source, (v) Logistic Expression

based systems, implemented by Ek et al. (2011) to detect named entities in Swedish

short text messages (SMS), and more.

2.2.3. Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised learning refers to machine learning algorithms that analyze and cluster

unlabelled datasets. These algorithms are capable of finding patterns within data

without any human effort. The most common approach of unsupervised learning is

clustering, a technique which groups unlabelled data based on their similarities or

differences. In NER, clustering algorithms are able to find such information through

context similarity. According to J. Li et al. (2020), “lexical resources, lexical patterns

and statistics computed on a large corpus” are utilized to extrapolate instances of

named entities.

2.2.4. Semi-supervised Learning

Semi-supervised systems (also known as weakly supervised systems) are a hybrid of

supervised and unsupervised systems. Data annotation is highly expensive in terms of

resources given the need for human intervention. Semi-supervised systems address

this issue by applying a popular learning method known as bootstrapping which

involves a slight degree of supervision (a set of seeds – a small number of training

instances) to commence the learning process. The learning process repeatedly occurs

by tagging unlabelled data to generate a larger number of labelled examples.

2.3. Traditional Systems

This section illustrates various NER experiments using the aforementioned traditional

learning methods.

2.3.1. Rule-based systems

J.-H. Kim and Woodland (2000) proposed the usage of the Brill rule inference approach

for speech input. Based upon the Brill’s POS tagger, rules are automatically generated

by the system. Hanisch et al. (2005) suggested the ProMiner system which exploits a

12



pre-processed synonym dictionary to determine protein and potential gene mentions

in biomedical texts. Quimbaya et al. (2016) recommended a dictionary-based approach

to identify NEs in electronic health records. As mentioned in J. Li et al. (2020), there are

several other well-known RB NER systems: LaSIE-II (Humphreys et al., 1998), NetOwl

(Krupka and IsoQuest, 2005), Facile (Black et al., 1998), SAR (Aone et al., 1998), FASTUS

(Appelt et al., 1995) and LTG (Mikheev et al., 1999), which were largely developed on

semantic and syntactic rules.

RB systems, although not as common, have been used in recent times. Riaz (2010)

proposed a rule-based Urdu NER system, claiming that their system is more robust

than the CRF based NER proposed in IJCNLP 2008 shared task despite the fact that he

faced a significant number of challenges, including no capitalization, agglutinative

nature, ambiguity, nested entities, etc. The experiments conducted on the documents

extracted from the Becker Riaz corpus yielded a precision of 91.5%, recall of 90.7% and

F1-score of 91.1%. When compared to the IJCNLP 2008 system, Riaz (2010)’s system

produced an F1-score of 81.6%, outperforming significantly the Urdu NER systems in

the mentioned workshop.

Alfred et al. (2014) developed a RB NER system for Malay articles, extracted from

two local Malay websites
4 5

. It is based upon RB POS tagging process in addition to

contextual feature rules. When the token is considered as a proper noun, then a unique

rule checks whether the token is a NE or not. Evaluation has shown a recall of 94.44%,

85% precision and 89.47% F1-score.

Eftimov et al. (2017) presented drNER, the first system attempting to extract dietary

concepts which consists of two phases. The first phase consists of the detection and

determination of entity mentions whilst the second one involves the selection and

extraction of the entities. The main entities include Food, Nutrient and Quantity/Unit.

The evaluation demonstrated that drNER yield good results and can be utilized to

extract knowledge of evidence-based dietary recommendations.

2.3.2. Feature-engineered supervised systems

Appropriate selection of several types of features is fundamental to any supervised

system. As described in Sharnagat (2014), features are characteristic attributes of

words designed to represent the text in an abstract manner. Using said features, the

model is capable to recognize certain patterns to find similarities and differences

between data points. Nadeau et al. (2006) groups features into three main categories:

(i) Word-level features, related to the character composition of words, (e.g., case,

punctuation, numerical values, morphology) (ii) List (gazetteer/dictionary) lookup

features, based on linguistics resources to determine whether a word is a member of

any of these resources or not, and (iii) Document and corpus features (e.g., local syntax

and multiple occurrences), both designed on document structure and content. The

following paragraphs enlist several ways how different types of features have been

exploited.

Benajiba et al. (2009) carried out NER task on Arabic dataset by leveraging contextual,

morphological and lexical features. SVM, CRF and ME models were constructed and

analyzed on 9 different genres of datasets individually and collectively. The CRF based

approach outperformed the other learning methods, with 15 top-ranked features

yielding 83.34% for F1-score.

In their work, Saha et al. (2009) observed that some features in the biomedical

domain have great dimensionality which worsens the performance. Consequently,

they proposed an approach based on feature selection and word clustering algorithm

4
https://www.bernama.com/bm/index.php

5
https://www.mstar.com.my
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to reduce the dimensions of these features. Performed by using the MaxEnt classifier

on JNLPBA-2004 data
6
, it slightly improved the F1-score than the baseline, and other

NERC systems for the biomedical domain.

Saha et al. (2012) also focused on dimensionality reduction to alleviate the perfor-

mance due to over fitted data with the limited amount of training data. For dimension-

ality correction, the authors utilized the NE class association metric (Saha et al., 2008)

to decrease the word-level features and feature selection methods such as a filter based

selection method in conjunction with the C4.5 decision tree and sequential forward

selection algorithm. The experiments were conducted on Hindi and Bengali for the

biomedical domain based upon the manually annotated Hindi Newspaper “Dainik

Jagran” for Hindi, the IJCNLP 2008 shared task
7
for Bengali and the JNLPBA 2004 data

for the biomedical domain. The CRF and ME learning algorithms were implemented

together with word-level features such as tag information, n-gram, suffix, POS infor-

mation, prefix, etc. The CRF obtained F1-score values of 85.31%, 70.75% and 71.56%

whereas the ME yieled F1-score values of 80.2%, 67.54% and 67.25% for Hindi, Bengali

and Biomedical respectively.

Kaur and Josan (2015) exploited various language non-dependent and language

dependent features in their coarse-grained (14 tags) CRF based Punjabi language NER

system. Language non-dependent features include infrequent word feature, context

word feature, word length feature and several digit features whereas language de-

pendent features include affixes and clue words, amongst others. Their CRF model

yielded great performance; 84.19%, 90.99% and 87.46% for Recall, Precision and F-score,

respectively.

Certainly worth mentioning is the work of Adak et al. (2016). Their work consisted

of identifying NEs from offline unstructured handwritten document images without

adopting any linguistics resources and word/character recognition. Firstly, the data was

preprocessed by applying binarization of images, word segmentation and correction of

words. Structural and positional properties of NEs were analyzed and various features

were extracted from the binarized images. A bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory

neural network classifier was implemented, resulting in a F1-score of 74.59%.

2.3.3. Unsupervised and bootstrapped systems

Collins and Singer (1999) introduced one of the earliest systems requiring very minimal

training data. In their work, the authors showed that using unlabelled data reduces

the requirements for supervision to only 7 simple “seed” rules or features, including

orthography, context of the entity and words contained within named entities.

Alfonseca and Manandhar (2002) explored the issue of labelling an input word with

an appropriate NE type. The types were taken from WordNet. The WordNet synsets

are assigned a topic signature by listing words that frequently co-occur with each of

them in a large corpus. Given an input word, its context is compared to its signatures

and classified under the most identical one.

The identification technique of hyponyms/hypernyms described in Hearst (1992)

was implemented in Evans and Street (2003) to establish possible hypernyms of se-

quences of capitalized words appearing in a document. For example, for a capitalized

sequence X, the query “such as X” is searched on the web and the noun that comes

before the query in the retrieved documents may perhaps be chosen as the hypernym

of the sequence. Comparably, the same identification technique was applied in Cimi-

ano and Völker (2005), wherein the feature was comprised of counting the number of

instances of phrases including “city such as”, “organization such as”, etc.

6
JNLPBA-2004 shared task data

7
IJCNLP 2008 shared task
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Shinyama and Sekine (2004) based their hypothesis on the observation that NEs

generally appear concurrently in several news articles, in contrast to common nouns.

A strong association was observed between NEs appearing punctually and simulta-

neously in several news sources. Their technique facilitated the identification of rare

NEs in an unsupervised setup.

Etzioni et al. (2005) presented an unsupervised system known as KNOWITALL,

based upon the PMI-IR (Pointwise Mutual Information and Information Retrieval),

originally developed by Turney (2001), capable of assessing if a NE can be classified

under a given type. The system calculates the dependence between two phrases using

web queries. For instance, for the entity “London”, discriminator phrases such as “is a

city” and “nation of” are automatically generated.

Formulated upon Collins and Singer (1999) and Etzioni et al. (2005), Nadeau et al.

(2006) put forward an unsupervised system for gazetteer building and NE ambiguity,

combining entity extraction and disambiguation based off of effective heuristics.

Bhagavatula et al. (2012) aimed to improve multilingual entity filling by bootstrap-

ping the identification of NEs in Marathi and Hindi using English, Hindi and Marathi

Wikipedia texts based upon co-occurrence frequency of words between English and

the Indian languages. The experiments outperformed the monolingual Hindi NERC

system presented by LTRC (Language Technology Research Center, IIIT Hyderabad)

(http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/ner-ssea-08/), yielding F1-scores of 80.42% and 81.25% for Hindi

and Marathi.

More recently, S. Zhang and Elhadad (2013) utilized shallow syntactic knowledge

and inverse document frequency (IDF) to develop an unsupervised NER system on

biology and medical data, whose model uses seeds to discover texts with potential

named entities, filtering out any noun phrases with low IDF values and finally feeding

the remaining list to the classifier in Alfonseca and Manandhar (2002) to predict the NE

tags. Two years later, Konkol et al. (2015) present a new approach for NER by taking into

consideration latent semantic features including an automatic creation of gazetteers

exploiting word similarity features. Several word similarity-based algorithms were

utilized both for local and global contextual similarity, including the Hyperspace

Analogue to Language (HAL) (Lund and Kevin, 1997), Correlated Occurrence Analogue

to Lexical Semantic (COALS) (Rohde et al., 2004), Random Indexing (RI) (Sahlgren,

2005), Bound Encoding of the AggreGate Language Environment (BEAGLE) (M. N.

Jones and Mewhort, 2007), Purandare & Pedersen (P&P) (Purandare and Pedersen,

2004) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), respectively.

2.3.4. Semi-supervised systems

Brin (1998), Collins and Singer (1999) and Riloff, R. Jones, et al. (1999) presented a

weakly supervised system. Brin (1998) implemented lexical features through regular

expressions to generate lists of book titles with their book authors. Collins and Singer

(1999)’s objective was to search candidate NE patterns (e.g.: a proper name followed by

a noun phrase in apposition) by parsing a complete corpus. In contrast to working with

candidate NEs, Riloff, R. Jones, et al. (1999) collected patterns around the initial group

of seed entity examples of a certain type. The common denominator between the three

projects was the accumulation of new entities based upon predefined rules and an

initial set of seeds for the system to continuously learn new contexts and generate

further examples.

Guo et al. (2009) presented their semi-supervised system named WS-LDA which

stands for Weakly Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation wherein similar to the

previously mentioned systems, a set of few initial seed queries is trained and utilized for

classification. NERQ (a web search application) was used to collect the dataset through
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commercial web search engines including Amazon, GameSpot and Lyrics. The system

outperformed the two chosen baselines – Determ (Paşca, 2007) and conventional LDA.

Küçük (2015) presented a new approach to automatically compile language resources

from Wikipedia article titles in Turkish. Around 20 article titles were used for manual

annotation for training and subsequently for further classification using KNN classifier.

This provided a medium-sized language resource NER Turkish set with a precision rate

of 91.25%. Further experiments using three datasets (news, financial news and historical

text) for annotating ENAMEX, TIMEX and NUMEX showed better performance than

the rule-based NER system in Turkish presented in (Küçük and Yazıcı, 2009).

2.4. Deep Learning

Deep Learning (DL) is a field of machine learning that is relatively abstract to previ-

ously mentioned systems. It consists of several processing layers to abstractly learn

representations of data, as shown in Figure 2.1. Generally, the layers are artificial

neural networks comprised of the forward and backward pass. The former calcu-

lated the weighted sum of their inputs through a non-linear function whereas the

latter computes the gradient of an objective function with respect to the weights of

a multilayer stack of modules via the chain rule of derivatives. The main advantage

of DL is the ability of learning representations and semantic compositions through

vector representations and neural processing. This enables the system to automatically

discover latent representations and processing needed for classification or detection

on the basis of given raw data (LeCun et al., 2015).

Figure 2.1.: The typical architecture of DL-based NER. (J. Li et al., 2020)

Deep learning is implemented for NER for three main reasons. Firstly, NER benefits

from the non-linear transformation (computed in the forward pass) which generates

non-linear mapping from input to output. The non-linear activation functions allow

the DL-based models to learn complex features from the available data, whereas linear

models (such as log-linear HMM and linear chain CRF) do not. Secondly, DL-based

models are effective in automatically learning useful representations and underlying
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factors from raw data and therefore it compensates for the resources needed to compile

NER features. Lastly, deep neural NER networks offer the possibility to train an end-

to-end paradigm, by using gradient descent, enabling the design of complex NER

systems.

The typical deep learning architecture for NER is represented in 2.1, consisting of

the following layers: (i) Distributed representations for input, (ii) Context encoder and

(iii) Tag Decoder. Each layer is explained in the following sections.

2.4.1. Distributed Representations of Input

In comparison to one-hot vector spaces, wherein two different words have completely

different representations and are orthogonal, distributed representations offer a more

complex way of representing words in low dimensional real-valued dense vectors and

each dimension represents a latent feature (J. Li et al., 2020). Distributed vector repre-

sentations are capable of acquiring accurate semantic and syntactic word relationships

(Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013). In NER models, four types of representations are

present: (i) word-level, (ii) character-level, (iii) character+word level representation

and (iv) hybrid representations constructed upon word and/or character representation

in conjunction with a feature-based approach.

Word-Level Representation

Mikolov, K. Chen, et al. (2013) and Mikolov, Sutskever, et al. (2013) propose the most

widely used approaches to date, namely Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW), Continu-

ous Skip-Gram models and its extensions, used to pre-train word-level representations

over large corpora. Pre-trained word embeddings have been a significant turning point

in NLP in general. Such embeddings can be further fine-tuned for most downstream

tasks (including NER). The most commonly utilized word embeddings are Google

Word2Vec, Facebook FastText, Stanford GloVe and SENNA. According to J. Li et al.

(2020), GloVe and SENNA are generally used for NER. Some works using such repre-

sentation include (Yao et al., 2015), (Zheng et al., 2017), etc. An example of word-level

neural network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2.: An example of word-level neural network architecture for NER (Yadav and

Bethard, 2019)

Character-Level Representation

An alternative to word-level representation as the basic input is character-level repre-

sentation. Character-level representation is known to be useful given its capability

to leverage subword level morphological information such as affixes and to handle

out-of-vocabulary (OOV), i.e., unseen words. For such representation, CNN and RcNN

architectures are generally utilized. An example of the former is shown in Figure

2.3. Kuru et al. (2016), Tran et al. (2017) and Rei et al. (2016) utilized character-level

representation for their NER architecture implementation.
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Figure 2.3.: An example of character-level neural network architecture for NER (Yadav and

Bethard, 2019)

Character+Word Level Representation

The word-level and character-level representations can be combined into one system,

as illustrated in Figure 2.3. According to Yadav and Bethard (2019), such systems have

been proven to work very well for NER systems that require minimum domain specific

resources or knowledge. Two base models have been generally used to represent inputs

accordingly. As shown in Ma and Hovy (2016), the first base model represents “the

words as a combination of a word embedding and a convolution over the characters

of the word” whereas the second base model, as shown in Dernoncourt et al. (2017),

“concatenates word embeddings with LSTMs [. . . ] over the characters of a word”.

Figure 2.4.: An example of character+word-level neural network architecture for NER (Yadav

and Bethard, 2019)

Hybrid Representation

Hybrid representations offer a way to combine DL-based representations and feature-

based approaches, as shown in Figure 2.5. Augmenting the system with linguistic

features generally increases the NER performance, however, it lessens the generalis-

ability of the system. Yadav et al. (2018) implemented the first ever character+word

NN architecture in conjunction with one of the most helpful features: affixes. They

consider every n-gram prefix and suffix of tokens in the training corpus and filter out

words below a threshold. Such research interestingly concludes the following: affix

embeddings are capable of capturing linguistic information related to the character

information captured by the NN and filtering out low frequently occurring affixes are

both very important factors.

2.4.2. Context Encoders Architectures

The most widely used context encoder architectures are convolutional neural networks

(CNN), recurrent neural networks, recursive neural networks and deep transformer.
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Figure 2.5.: An example of character+word+feature-level neural network architecture for

NER (Yadav and Bethard, 2019)

Convolutional Neural Networks

Collobert et al. (2011) proposed a sentence approach network wherein the convolution

layer extracts features and tags a work based upon the whole sentence. During the

input representation (the first layer in the architecture), the words are embedded to an

N-dimensional vector. Afterwards, the convolutional layers produce features around

them and the number of words in the sentence determine the size of the output. Global

vectors, whose dimension is fixed, are constructed by combining local feature vectors

extracted by the convolutional layers. Finally, the global vectors are fed into the tag

decoder to compute the distribution scores for all possible tags. The CNN architecture

is utilized in several works for NER: (Wu et al., 2015); (Yao et al., 2015); (Strubell et al.,

2017); (Zhu et al., 2018).

Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks (RcNNs) (including gated recurrent unit (GRU) and long-

short termmemory (LSTM)) have achieved considerable results in modelling sequential

data. Bidirectional RNNs have become the most established architectural RNN given

its efficacy in producing deep context-dependent representations of text through the

usage of past information and future information, through the utility of forward states

and backward states, respectively, This was established by Huang et al. (2015) when

presenting the first bidirectional LSTM CRF architecture for downstream sequence

tagging tasks (including NER). Further works with such architecture include: (Lample

et al., 2016); (Chiu and Nichols, 2016); (Wei et al., 2016); (B. Y. Lin et al., 2017) and

many more. Different RcNN architectures were utilized in Z. Yang et al. (2016) and in

Žukov-Gregorič et al. (2018), namely deep GRUs on both word and character levels to

encode context and morphology information, and several independent Bi-LSTM for

the same input, respectively.

Recursive Neural Networks

Recursive neural networks (RvNNs) are non-linear models that are created by applying

the same set of weights over a structured input in a recursive manner by traversing a

given structure in a topological order. P.-H. Li et al. (2017) proposed the classification

of every node in a constituency order for NER to bypass the limitation of traditional se-

quential labelling methods which merely take into consideration the phrasal structures

of sentences, an important linguistic component for NER. RvNNs work by calculating

the hidden state vectors of every node to classify each node and ultimately calculate

the probability distribution given the hidden state vectors of each node.
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Deep Transformers

The Transformer is a model architecture (displayed in Figure 2.6) that avoids recurrence

and convolutions altogether. It relies entirely on an attention mechanism (namely,

self-attention) and point-wise fully connected layers to construct representations

between its inputs and outputs. The architecture works as follows: the encoder maps

an input sequence of symbol representations (x1, ..., x𝑛) to a sequence of continuous

representations z = (z1, ..., z𝑛). The decoder then generates an output sequence (y1, ...,

y𝑛) of symbol one element at a time. Each time the model is auto-regressive, denoting

that it consumes the previously generated symbols as additional input when generating

the next (Vaswani et al., 2017, p. 2).

The encoder consists of 6 identical layers, each having two sub-layers. The first layer

is a multi-head self-attention mechanism whereas the second layer is a position-wise

fully connected feed-forward network. Around each of the two sub-layers, a residual

connection followed by layer normalization is applied. The decoder also consist of

6 identical layers and it serves to inject the third sub-layer whose job is to perform

multi-head attention on the output of the encoder. Residual connection and layer

normalization are also added to these sub-layers.

2.4.3. Tag Decoder Architectures

The last stage of the NER architecture is to decode the context-dependent represen-

tations and produce a set of tags parallel to the input. J. Li et al. (2020) presents four

architecture of tag decoders: (i) Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) + Softmax, (ii) Condi-

tional Random Fields (CRFs), (iii) Recurrent Neural Networks (RcNNs) and (iv) Pointer

Networks.

Multi-Layer Perceptron + Softmax

The MLP + Softmax tag decoder architecture represents the sequence labelling task

as a multi-class classification problem. Hence, the output, although based upon the

context-dependent representations, does not take into account the neighbors of each

word. Strubell et al. (2017), Cui and Y. Zhang (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021) are amongst

the few to employ such decoder architecture.

Conditional Random Fields

Although CRFs do not utilize the segment-level information given the inability of

word-level representations to fully encode the inner properties of segments, they are

still the most employed tag decoder architecure (Huang et al., 2015); (Zheng et al.,

2017); (Strubell et al., 2017); (Yao et al., 2015). To circumvent this limitation, Zhuo

et al. (2016) implemented gated recursive semi-markov CRFs which automatically

obtains segment-level features, using a gated recursive convolutional neural network,

by directly modelling segments. Similarly, Ye and Ling (2018) employed hybrid semi-

markov CRFs which exploits both word and segment level information.

Recurrent Neural Networks

RcNNs are reported to outperform CRF and are faster to train in a fine-grained scenario

(Y. Shen et al., 2017). Such tag decoder architecture was explored in (Nguyen et al.,

2016); (Zheng et al., 2017); (Vaswani et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.6.: The Transformers architecture
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Pointer Networks

Pointer networks were firstly introduced by Zhai et al. (2017), to produce sequence

tags. Pointer networks implement RcNNs to compute the conditional probability of an

output tag sequence by firstly identifying segments and then labelling them. Instances

of pointer networks can be seen in J. Li et al. (2019) and F. Li et al. (2021).

2.5. Low-Resource Settings

Through the recent monumental advances in Natural Language Processing, certain

languages have been prioritized over others due to the number of speakers and the

data available. Machine learning systems such as unsupervised and weakly supervised

systems are great at bypassing such issue as they reduce the dependence on resources.

However gold annotated data is still required to evaluate the performance of the target

language. Additionally, the recent developed models are very data-hungry (Devlin et

al., 2018), (Brown et al., 2020), (Raffel et al., 2019)). This has significantly increased the

performance of a small number of languages whilst further marginalizing low-resource

languages.

This imbalance has created a well-known divide between high-resource languages

(HRLs) and low-resource languages (LRLs). HRLs consist mainly of an extremely small

subset of the 7000 languages spoken today around the world, namely English, Chinese,

Spanish, Arabic and French. Such languages are priveleged to have very accessible

off-the-shelf tools for mostly every NLP task. This skewed bias towards HRLs is easily

observable in published research in recent years. On the other hand, LRLs, including

threatened languages (spoken by a small population) or languages relatively widely

spoken (but still under researched) are rarely addressed in research.

Motivated by such low-resource scenarios, massively multilingual transformers

(MMTs) mainly introduced for zero/low shot cross-lingual transfer, have become

a NLP staple to improve the performance of LRLs. Such models (Section 2.5.2) are

generally effective at transferring linguistic features across different languages, even

with different scripts.

Alternatively, several other mechanisms have been introduced to solve the resource

issue by creating additional labelled date or circumvent the need for it. Such mecha-

nisms include data augmentation, distant supervision, active learning, cross-lingual

projects and meta-learning (Hedderich et al., 2020).

2.5.1. Choosing the Right Languages

To enable cross-lingual transfer learning, languages are traditionally chosen based upon

the close proximity in phylogenetic distance in the family trees. An alternative method

is to compare the similar typological features relevant to the NLP task. For instance,

dependency parsing tasks usually require similarity in word ordering. Lexical overlap

and sizes of available data might also contribute to the selection of the appropriate

transfer languages.

Y.-H. Lin et al. (2019) proposed LANGRANK, a framework to address such complex

decision. The authors argued that establishing an empirical system to choose the most

appropriate transfer language (TL), given a certain low-resource language and task,

can immensely reduce the time and effort needed to setup the experiment. LANGRANK

is trained to rank the TLs according to the TLs utilized in training. Subsequently, the

optimal TLs are selected based upon a subset of the dataset and linguistic features,

both data dependent and independent, trained on gradient boosted decision trees. The
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performance was originally evaluated on (i) machine translation, (ii) entity linking,

(iii) POS tagging and (iv) dependency parsing.

Compared to other heuristic baselines, the model works significantly better in

selecting the languages for cross lingual transfer. Through a thorough analysis of

the learned decision trees, Lin et al. (2019) outlined the most useful features when

selecting transfer languages for different tasks, as shown in Figure 2.7. The ranking of

feature importance shows the following: (i) Machine Translation is influenced more

by data-dependent features such as the dataset size ratio (i.e., transfer learning corpus

to the task language corpus, therefore larger transfer learning corpus evokes better

performance) andword overlap between the transfer learning corpus and task language

corpus; (ii) Entity Linking benefits the most from the geographic and syntactic distance

features (iii) for POS tagging, dataset size and type-token ratio (between the number

of unique words and number of tokens) are the two most important features and

(iv) for dependency parsing, the geographic, genetic distance and the word overlap

stand out. It is worth pointing out that some features are solely capable of improving

the performance however LANGRANK makes it possible to combine the features

altogether. Such feature evaluation facilitates the choice of transfer languages even in

a heuristic manner, without necessarily using LANGRANK.

Dataset Linguistic Distance
i) word overlap: o_w genetic: d_gen
ii) subword overlap: o_sw syntactic: d_syn
iii) size ratio: s_tf/s_tk featural: d_fea
iv) type-token ratio: d_ttr phonological: d_pho
v) inventory: d_inv
vi) geographic: d_geo

Table 2.1.: Single dataset-dependent and single linguistic distance features and their

acronyms, as shown in Figure 2.7

2.5.2. Massively Multilingual Models

MMTs are large pre-trained models, trained using unlabelled, monolingual data from

different languages and are aimed to leverage multilingual representations to accom-

modate as many target languages as possible. Multilingual BERT and its outperforming

counterpart XLM-RoBERTa are the two large multilingual models used in this thesis

project.

Multilingual Bert

Multilingual BERT (mBERT), proposed by Devlin et al. (2018), is a single language

model pre-trained from monolingual Wikipedia corpora in 104 languages that follows

the same architecture and training procedure as BERT. During training, mBERT lacks

any cross-lingual signals. The WordPiece modelling strategy enables the model to

share embeddings across languages. Recurrently, different studies pinpoint its impres-

sive significant performance in zero-shot cross-lingual transfer in several different

downstream tasks. In zero-shot transfer settings, annotated data for specific tasks are

utilized to fine-tune the model for evaluation in other languages.

Its founders conducted experiments on a Natural Language Inference (NLI) task, and

it performed significantly well. Wu and Dredze (2019) investigated its cross-lingual

capabilities on five different NLP tasks: NLI, document classification, NER, POS tagging

and dependency parsing. The authors concluded the following: (i) mBERT is remarkably
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Figure 2.7.: Normalized feature importance for the MT, EL, POS and DEP tasks in Y.-H. Lin

et al. (2019). The acronyms are illustrated in Table 2.1.

strong at transferring in a zero-shot cross-lingual setting for different tasks without

any cross-lingual signal; (ii) it stores language-specific information when creating

cross-lingual representations in all layers and (iii) sharing subwords (i.e., overlapping

subwords between the training and testing data) created by the WordPiece algorithm

helps the performance. Pires et al. (2019) reconfirmed these conclusions. Moreover,

they assert that mBERT is still capable of capturing multilingual representations

between languages that have zero subword overlap due to their difference in script.

This is staggeringly interesting given the monolingual nature of the corpora in the pre-

training phase. However, it is worth pointing out that Muller et al. (2020) demonstrated

that transliterating languages drastically helps mBERT to associate related languages.

XLM-RoBERTa

Conneau et al. (2019) presented XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R), a Transformer-based Masked

Language Model (MLM) pretrained on 100 languages on CommonCrawl data. XLM-R

outperformed mBERT on several cross-lingual benchmarks and previous state of the

art on cross-lingual classification, XNLI, sequence labelling and question answering.

Furthermore, it performs significantly well on low-resource languages. Moreover,

monolingual fine tuning on the GLUE and XNLI benchmarks evaluations confirm

that it is feasible to establish a single large multilingual model without any detriment

monolingual performance.

2.6. Named Entity Recognition

Vella (2020) proposed the first ever project for Maltese NER wherein she conducted

cross-lingual experiments utilizing two statistical models, CRF and Bi-LSTM-CRF, and

created the first Maltese NER fine-grained dataset consisting of 600 sentences. In total,

she carried out twenty experiments using English, Italian, Spanish and Dutch data
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to test out different number of sentences by incrementally increasing the number of

sentences from each foreign dataset, and different sets of labels. The sentences from

each dataset were concatenated to the Maltese sentences. The results concluded that

all in all, the cross-lingual transfer helps boosting the performance however it was

observed that adding more than 200 sentences from each foreign dataset does not

significantly improve the performance. In fact, Vella (2020) states that the experiments

show that adding foreign sentences does not necessarily impact the selected models

in a positive manner. Moreover, the Bi-LSTM CRF performs better, however not

significantly. As anticipated, removing the Dutch data proved to be generally beneficial,

considering that Dutch is the least similar language to Maltese.

Farrugia (2021) presented an emulation of such work in which he conducted similar

experiments to test out several hypotheses, few of which were investigated previously

by Vella (2020). The same methodology was applied, however without employing a Bi-

LSTM-CRF. The different dataset variations were created by incrementally increasing

number of sentences and by oversampling sentences from one of the chosen languages

to test out which source language works best for Maltese. As concluded in Vella (2020),

the experiments show that the transfer learning method improves the performance

however adding more than the observed threshold of 200 sentences is detrimental. In

addition to that, excluding the Dutch data, the results are generally better. Moreover,

the best performing source language was English.
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3. Experimental Setup

The following sections outline the resources, the data preprocessing and the models

employed for the experiments. Code snippets are provided to illustrate the pipeline in

a clear manner in Appendix A. The code repository is publicly available through the

link found in the mentioned appendix.

3.1. Resources

The NER datasets are acquired in six different languages: Maltese (target language),

Arabic, Italian, English, Spanish and Dutch (source languages). TheMaltese dataset,
consisting of 600 sentences extracted from the MLRS corpus, is compiled by Vella

(2020). Each of the eight domains (sports, academic, religion, European law, culture,

opinion, news and Maltese law) of such corpus are used, making the dataset quite

domain diverse. The Arabic datasets, consist of the ANERcorp dataset (Benajiba et al.,

2007), widely used as the standard Arabic NER coarse-grained dataset and the gold

standard fine-grained Arabic dataset developed by Alotaibi and M. Lee (2013). The

Italian dataset is a Wikipedia dataset created by Nothman et al. (2013). The English,
Spanish and Dutch datasets are attained from the CoNLL 2002 NER datasets (Tjong

Kim Sang, 2002). The PER, ORG, LOC and O classes are used following the BIO tagging

scheme.

Following the recommendations in Artetxe et al. (2020), the experiments are set

up on the proven linguistic similarities and historic linguistic influences described in

Section 1.2 between Maltese, the target language, and the source languages, amongst

which Arabic, English and Italian are the most similar and Spanish and Dutch, the

least similar. Given the linguistic nature of Maltese (as outlined in Section 1.2), Arabic,

English and Italian datasets are certainly suitable to fine-tune models in order to carry

out cross-lingual experiments for any downstream NLP task for Maltese. Furthermore,

to ensure comparability between theMaltese NER projects, having consistent resources

is imperative. Therefore, the same datasets (and languages) used in Vella (2020) and

Farrugia (2021) are used, except for Arabic, as it was not included in any previous

experiments.

3.2. Preprocessing

The preprocessing required to convert the Maltese, English, Italian, Spanish and Dutch

data sources to CSV files was already completed given that the same data is used. On

the other hand, the Arabic data sources (Benajiba et al. (2007) and Alotaibi and M. Lee

(2013)) needed to be transformed into the same format. Given the coarse-grained nature

of the formerly mentioned data source (in total 50 tags), the labels falling under the

three main labels (i.e., location, organization, person) were changed to their respective

label. For instance, the ’Airport’ label was changed to location whereas the ’Athlete’

label was changed to person. Altogether, 21 out of the 50 tags were changed to either

location, organization and person, and the remaining were changed to miscellaneous.

Lastly, each tag was annotated with its beginning or inside marker to follow the BIO

tagging scheme.
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Subsequently, in order to transform the data into the correct compatible format

for BERT tokenizer, the csv files were converted into pandas dataframes with three

columns containing the following: (i) the ’id’ column which enumerates the sentences

in an ascending order starting from one, (ii) the ’tokens’ column which contains each

sentence saved as lists and (iii) the ’ner_tags’ column which contains the encoded

labels stored in lists correspondingly to the ’tokens’ columns. Sentences labelled

with the O tag only are excluded, except for Maltese, given the limited number of

sentences. The above transformation process was implemented in the notebook trans-
form_preprocess_data.ipynb. The raw datasets are found in the folder raw_datasets
whereas the final version of the datasets in the folder final_datasets.

Following that, the class hf_model was implemented, consisting of the last few

preprocessing steps, training, testing and saving and plotting of the final results. The

pipeline is explained thoroughly in the remaining of this chapter, in the aforementioned

order, and by providing code snippets in Appendix A illustratingmethods of the Python

class, built in the main.py file.

Before feeding the data to the chosen models, the source language and the lingual

configuration for the training and validation stages are chosen. As mentioned above,

Arabic, English, Italian, Spanish and Dutch can be chosen as the source languages.

Regarding the lingual configuration, the training and validation phases can be ei-

ther monolingual and/or multilingual. For every source language, four different data

configurations are created: (i) monolingual training and monolingual validation data,

representing the baseline (ii) monolingual training and multilingual validation data,

(iii) multilingual training and monolingual validation data, and (iv) multilingual train-

ing and multilingual validation data, as demonstrated in Table 3.1. The monolingual

sets contain sentences only from the chosen source language whereas multilingual

sets contain sentences from each source language. In the former, before splitting the

training and validation sets, the sentences from the chosen source language are over-

sampled by dividing the number of sentences found the original training set by the

number of source languages and multiplying by two. The remaining sentences are

equally divided between the remaining source languages, as displayed in Figure 3.1

and Figure 3.2. The final number of sentences allocated per language, after splitting

the data into training and validation sets, is demonstrated in Table 3.2, illustrating

the final number of sentences after splitting the data into training and validation

sets. Such configuration is implemented through the class methods get_training_data
and training_validation_data. The source language and the lingual configuration (in

addition to the pretrained model) are selected through the argparser class method

which allows the user to write command-line interface (see Appendix A.

Name Training Data Validation Data
D1 (baseline) Monolingual Monolingual

D2 Monolingual Multilingual

D3 Multilingual Monolingual

D4 Multilingual Multilingual

Table 3.1.: Dataset Variations Names

After configuring the data according to the chosen source language and lingual

configurations, the data is shuffled to ensure a combination of sentences from different

languages in each batch size when using multilingual data. The dataframe (containing

the ’id’, ’tokens’ and ’ner_tags’ columns, mentioned above) is then transformed into a

hugging face Dataset object. The above process is shown in Appendix A, illustrating

the respective code snippet.
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Figure 3.1.: The number of sentences in the initial training set acquired from the source

language and the other languages for Arabic, English and Italian

Figure 3.2.: The number of sentences in the initial training set acquired from the source

language and the other languages for Spanish and Dutch
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Training Validation Testing
English 12400 3100 599

Arabic 12400 3100 599

Italian 12400 3100 599

Spanish 4960 1240 599

Dutch 4960 1240 599

Table 3.2.: Number of sentences per source language after splitting into training and valida-

tion sets

Subsequently, the sentences are tokenized using the BERT Tokenizer which converts

the tokens to their corresponding IDs in the pretrained vocabulary and generates the

other inputs that the model requires. The BERT tokenizer adds the special tokens [CLS]

and [SEP] to the start and end of each sentences, pads and truncates all sentences to a

single constant length and explicitly differentiates real tokens from padding tokens

with the "attention mask" (adding of 1s and 0s). The [SEP] token, added to the end

of the sentence, represents an artifact of two-sentence tasks (for example, Question

and Answering) whereas the [CLS] token, added to the start of the sentence, is used

for any classification task. Figure 3.3 illustrates how these two special tokens are

configured within the transformers layers. Following that, the labels are aligned with

the sentences by adding -100 for the special tokens and the attention masks to the

initially encoded labels. This way, the files were formatted appropriately and ready

to be utilized. The above process is shown in Appendix A, illustrating the respective

code snippet.

Figure 3.3.: The special tokens [SEP] and [CLS]. The former is a component of two-sentence

tasks to give BERT two separate sentences whereas the latter is required for any

classification task.
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3.3. Models

Two BERT models are utilized through the experiments: (i) Multilingual BERT, a case

sensitive multilingual model trained upon Wikipedia text in 104 different languages

using masked language modeling objective, and (ii) XLM-RoBERTa, a multilingual

trained using CommonCrawl text in 100 languages. The models are instantiated

using the huggingface, classes AutoTokenizer and AutoModelforTokenClassification,

to tokenize the data, generate the pretrained vocabulary and to create the models’

architecture. The TrainingArguments and Trainer classes are used for feature-complete

training in PyTorch (see Appendix A). The models are trained for 3 epochs, with a

learning rate of 0.00002, weight decay of 0.01 and training and validation batch size of

4.
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4. Results and Analysis

This chapter illustrates the obtained results and provides a thorough quantitative

analysis. These are categorized into two groups. The first group consists of Arabic,

English and Italian whilst Spanish and Dutch are found in the second group, based on

their linguistic similarities to Maltese. As established in Section 1.2, Arabic, English

and Italian are linguistically the most similar to Maltese whereas Spanish and Dutch

are the least similar. The results of each group are collected and demonstrated together

in one table to facilitate the comparison between the different languages, models and

dataset variations established in the experiments. From here on, the dataset variations

are referred to as illustrated in Table 3.1.
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4.1. Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative analysis provides a detailed examination of the precision, recall and

f1-scores obtained by every source language, a cross-comparison of average F1-scores

between the source languages and lastly, a discussion concerning the class imbalance

problem.

4.1.1. Arabic, English and Italian

Multilingual BERT XLM-RoBERTa
Source:

Arabic D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid. D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid.

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

LOC 0.93 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.97 0.95

MISC 0.85 0.68 0.76 0.90 0.66 0.76 0.70 0.78 0.74 0.60 0.78 0.68

ORG 0.28 0.20 0.23 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.20

PER 0.15 0.02 0.04 0.22 0.02 0.04 0.63 0.09 0.16 0.63 0.08 0.14

D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid. D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid.
LOC 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.96

MISC 0.70 0.79 0.74 0.69 0.78 0.73 0.53 0.85 0.65 0.52 0.83 0.64

ORG 0.23 0.31 0.26 0.33 0.30 0.32 0.36 0.30 0.33 0.37 0.35 0.36

PER 0.51 0.23 0.31 0.43 0.27 0.33 0.54 0.37 0.44 0.54 0.35 0.42

Source:

English D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid. D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid.

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

LOC 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.85 0.89 0.96 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.93

MISC 0.76 0.62 0.68 0.55 0.63 0.59 0.62 0.74 0.68 0.47 0.76 0.58

ORG 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.07

PER 0.07 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.19 0.11 0.12 0.28 0.17 0.10 0.30 0.15

D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid. D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid.
LOC 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.96

MISC 0.67 0.80 0.73 0.71 0.77 0.74 0.56 0.86 0.68 0.57 0.85 0.68

ORG 0.28 0.24 0.26 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.33 0.32

PER 0.45 0.23 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.36 0.43 0.40 0.41 0.66 0.29 0.40

Source:

Italian D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid. D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid.

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

LOC 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.92 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.96

MISC 0.80 0.71 0.75 0.53 0.78 0.63 0.52 0.81 0.63 0.65 0.79 0.71

ORG 0.13 0.38 0.19 0.18 0.32 0.23 0.17 0.41 0.24 0.18 0.46 0.26

PER 0.41 0.13 0.19 0.41 0.24 0.30 0.44 0.19 0.27 0.43 0.20 0.27

D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid. D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid.
LOC 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.96

MISC 0.54 0.82 0.65 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.57 0.79 0.66 0.50 0.83 0.62

ORG 0.24 0.31 0.27 0.30 0.36 0.33 0.22 0.39 0.28 0.35 0.35 0.35

PER 0.46 0.25 0.32 0.48 0.21 0.29 0.66 0.28 0.40 0.56 0.36 0.44

Table 4.1.: Results for every experiments using Arabic, English and Italian as source languages

Arabic:Quantitative Analysis

LOC and MISC performed relatively well when compared to ORG and PER when

employing multilingual BERT. LOC achieved its highest F1-score of 0.96 in D4 followed

by an F1 of 0.95 in the remaining datasets. D1 and D2 yielded the best result for

MISC (F1-score: 0.76), followed by D3 and D4, obtaining F1-scores of 0.73 and 0.74,

respectively. Interestingly, using multilingual data for the training phase (D3 and D4)

significantly reduced the precision results for MISC but improved the recall results,

suggesting a higher prevalence of False Positives. On the other hand, when it comes

to ORG and PER, overall, simultaneously ingesting multilingual data in the training

and validation stages boosted the performance, with a few exceptions. For instance,

the precision decreased by 0.07 and 0.08 points for PER when comparing D2 with D1

and D4 with D3. D4 produced the best result for ORG (F1-score: 0.32), followed by

D3, D1 and D2, with following F1-scores: 0.26, 0.23 and 0.19, respectively. Likewise,

D4 obtained the best F1-score of 0.33 for PER, followed by an F1-score of 0.31 in D3,

and then D1 and D2 both obtaining very low F1s of 0.04. Such results indicate that
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generally, the multilingual data in any phase yielded better performance. Interestingly,

however this did not occur when adding it to the validation phase only.

XLM-R performed largely better for every dataset variation than mBERT except

for MISC label which achieved worse F1-score for each dataset. Equivalent to mBERT,

D4, along with D1 and D3, yielded the highest F1-score of 0.96 for LOC, followed

by D2 (F1-score 0.95). D1 achieved the best F1-score for MISC of 0.74, succeeded by

D2, D3 and D4 obtaining F1-scores of 0.68, 0.65 and 0.64. Interestingly, the MISC

precision scores were deducted when adding multilingual data. By contrast, the recall

points slightly increased, suggesting the same increasing trend of False Positives and

decreasing trend of False Negatives in multilingual setups as seen in mBERT’s results.

Likewise, PER and ORG performed significantly worse, especially in D1 and D2. PER

performed worse than ORG in D1 and D2 however it outperformed in D3 and D4. It

was worth noting that PER’s precision in D1 and D2 was fairly high (0.63 in both)

whereas the recall scores were remarkably low, indicating a high number of False

Negatives. Moreover, its precision in D3 and D4 decreased by 0.08 points whereas the

recall notably increased by 0.27-0.28 points when compared to D1 and D2. Lastly, the

lack of performance boost when adding multilingual data to the validation phase is

very evident in this experiment. In fact, D1 performed slightly better than D2 (macro

average F1-scores of 0.52 and 0.49) whereas D4 performed marginally better than D3

(macro average F1-scores of 0.60 and 0.59)

mBERT XLM-R
D1 0.50 0.52

D2 0.49 0.49

D3 0.57 0.59

D4 0.59 0.60

Table 4.2.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores for mBERT and XLM-R, using Arabic
as the source language

English:Quantitative Analysis

Identically, mBERT yielded positive results for LOC and MISC but poor scores for ORG

and PER. D3 and D4 produced the best score for LOC (F1-score of 0.96) followed by an

F1-score of 0.92 in D1 and 0.89 in D2, the worst LOC score out of every experiment

caused by the decrease in recall score, suggesting less False Negatives in multilingual

training configurations. D4 yielded the best F1-score of 0.74 for MISC. D3 was narrowly

behind with an F1-score of 0.73, succeeded by D1 and D2 with F1-scores of 0.68 and 0.59.

When it comes to ORG and PER, D1 and D2 generated disappointing scores. D3 and

D4, drastically boosted their performance by roughly tripling the F1-scores, once again

signifying the importance of multilingual data in the training phase. Nevertheless, the

performance was still very poor. ORG obtained the following F1-scores: 0.36 in D4, 0.26

in D3 and 0.08 in D1 and 0.04 in D2 whereas PER acquired an F1-score of 0.36 in D4,

0.31 in D3, 0.11 in D2 and 0.10 in D1. This follows the same trend of when using Arabic

as the source language, i.e. the influx of multilingual data has generally increased

the results. However, adding it only to the validation stage actually decreased the

performance.

Similarly, XLM-R yielded better results than mBERT however D4 produced an

average F1-score of 0.02 points lower than mBERT. The same trends were noticed:

LOC and MISC performed significantly better than ORG and PER however overall,

MISC obtained worse results than when using mBERT. D3 and D4 acquired the best

F1 scores for both LOC and MISC. LOC’s best F1-score was 0.96, followed by 0.94 in
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D1 and 0.93 in D2 whereas MISC’s best F1-score was 0.68 (in D3, D4 and D1), followed

by 0.58 in D2. In addition to that, D3 yielded the best F1 0f 0.41 for PER and D4 for

ORG with a score of 0.32. PER’s second best score was in D4 (0.40), followed by D1

(0.17) and D2 (0.15). ORG’s second best score was in D3 (0.30), D1 (0.08) and D2 (0.07).

Overall, the recall scores increased drastically for each tag when feeding multilingual

data in either the training and validation stages, a highly apparent pattern in each

experiment. Apart from that, a huge increase in precision was seen for PER in such

scenario, resulting in a gap of 0.56 points between the best and worst precision score,

yielded by D4 and D2 respectively. The decline in performance was observed again

when comparing the average F1-scores of D1 and D2 (0.47 and 0.43, respectively), i.e.,

using multilingual data in the validation phase only. However, more interestingly, no

boost in performance was detected between D3 and D4 (both yielding an average

F1-score of 0.59), in contrast to the other experiments.

mBERT XLM-R
D1 0.45 0.47

D2 0.41 0.43

D3 0.56 0.59

D4 0.61 0.59

Table 4.3.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores for mBERT and XLM-R, using English
as the source language

Italian:Quantitative Analysis

When examining the scores of LOC and MISC obtained by mBERT, they significantly

outperformed the other tags. D2, D3 and D4 acquired an F1-score of 0.96 for LOC

whereas D1 slightly underperformed with an F1 of 0.95. Interestingly, the MISC F1-

score in D4 of 0.77 was the highest score out of all the conducted experiments. This

was followed by D1, D3 and D2, with an F1-score of 0.75, 0.65 and 0.63, respectively. As

observed in previous experiments, having multilingual data in both the training and

validation phases increased MISC’s precision score drastically. However, it is worth

pointing out that D1 actually achieved the best precision score. ORG and PER achieved

inadequate results, achieving the highest F1-scores of 0.36 and 0.32 in D4 and in D3,

respectively. ORG’s remaining F1-scores were 0.27 in D3, 0.23 in D3 and 0.19 in D1

whereas PER’s remaining F1-scores were 0.24 in D2, 0.21 in D4 and 0.19 in D1. The

boost in performance for ORG and PER when comparing different datasets was not

as drastic as in other experiments. Interestingly, in contrast to previous experiments,

adding multilingual data to the validation phase only (i.e., D2) helped to surpass D1’s

(i.e., only monolingual data) performance, however only by an average F1-score of

0.01. In addition to that, having multilingual data in both the training and validation

stages also outperformed its competitive counterpart, D3, by an average F1-score of

0.04. Consequently, it can be easily observed that feeding more multilingual data in

any stage increased the performance.

In contrast to other languages, XLM-R achieved better results only for half of the

datasets, D2 and D3. However, the increase in performance was not significant (0.02

higher average F1-score for both outperforming datasets). When compared to mBERT’s

results, LOC and MISC performed similarly. LOC’s best F1-score of 0.96 was achieved

in D2, D3, and D4 and 0.95 in D1. MISC’s best F1-score was obtained in D2, followed

by 0.66 in D3, 0.63 in D1 and 0.62 in D4. Noteworthy is that MISC’s precision score in

D1 of 0.52 was 0.28 lower than the one achieved by mBERT. When it comes to ORG

and PER, likewise, the performance was not significantly different from one dataset
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to another. D4 achieved the highest F1-score for both ORG and PER, 0.35 and 0.44,

respectively. Apart from that, ORG achieved an F1-score of 0.28 in D3, 0.26 in D2

and 0.24 in D1 whereas PER achieved an F1-score of 0.40 in D3 and 0.27 in D1 and

D2. Correspondingly to mBERT’s results, adding multilingual data to any stage was

generally beneficial.

mBERT XLM-R
D1 0.52 0.52

D2 0.53 0.55

D3 0.55 0.57

D4 0.59 0.59

Table 4.4.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores for mBERT and XLM-R, using Italian
as the source language
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4.1.2. Spanish and Dutch

Multilingual BERT XLM-RoBERTa
Source:

Spanish D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid. D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid.

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

LOC 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.96

MISC 0.70 0.77 0.73 0.70 0.74 0.72 0.48 0.83 0.61 0.54 0.80 0.65

ORG 0.21 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.29 0.27

PER 0.43 0.34 0.38 0.39 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.50 0.43 0.50 0.40 0.44

D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid. D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid.
LOC 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.95

MISC 0.51 0.81 0.62 0.64 0.84 0.73 0.40 0.86 0.55 0.42 0.85 0.57

ORG 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.23 0.25

PER 0.54 0.16 0.25 0.49 0.23 0.32 0.59 0.30 0.40 0.57 0.32 0.41

Source:

Dutch D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid. D1: Mono train. + Mono valid. D2: Mono train. + Multi valid.

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

LOC 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.86 0.91 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.96

MISC 0.71 0.79 0.75 0.62 0.80 0.70 0.48 0.83 0.61 0.54 0.80 0.65

ORG 0.17 0.25 0.20 0.10 0.38 0.16 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.29 0.27

PER 0.40 0.14 0.21 0.45 0.20 0.27 0.38 0.50 0.43 0.50 0.40 0.44

D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid. D3: Multi train. + Mono valid. D4: Multi train. + Multi valid.
LOC 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.95

MISC 0.52 0.82 0.64 0.62 0.79 0.70 0.40 0.86 0.55 0.42 0.85 0.57

ORG 0.29 0.35 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.23 0.25

PER 0.34 0.22 0.27 0.41 0.22 0.28 0.59 0.30 0.40 0.57 0.32 0.41

Table 4.5.: Results for every experiments using Spanish and Dutch as source languages

Spanish:Quantitative Analysis

Employing mBERT using Spanish as the main source language yielded similar results.

LOC and MISC achieved outstanding results. LOC achieved the highest F1-score in

three datasets: D1, D2 and D4. The lowest F1-score was slightly worse, with an F1-score

of 0.95 (in D3). MISC obtained the highest F1-score of 0.73 in D1 and D4, followed

by 0.72 in D2 and 0.62 in D3. ORG and PER performed very poorly. The former’s

highest F1-score of 0.33 was in D4, succeeded by 0.25 in D3 and 0.24 in D1 and D2. For

PER, the highest F1-score of 0.41 was acquired in D2, followed by 0.38 in D1, 0.32 in

D4 and 0.25 in D3. The precision and recall scores were fairly consistent and similar

throughout, with some exceptions. PER obtained a precision and recall score of 0.54

and 0.16 in D3, respectively, suggesting more false negatives whereas MISC got 0.51

and 0.81, suggesting more false positives. Interestingly, D1, D2 and D4, based on the

average F1-scores, performed equally well (avg. F1-score: 0.58) whereas D3 performed

the worst (avg. F1-score: 0.52).

Previous experiments showed that XLM-R performs better for most, if not all,

datasets. However, in this experiment, it performed better than mBERT for D3 only.

LOC solely performed significantly well, achieving the highest F1-score of 0.96 in D2.

The second-highest score of 0.95 was achieved by the remaining datasets. Compared

to mBERT, MISC achieved poor results. The highest F1 was also seen in D2, followed

by D1, D4, and D3, achieving 0.65, 0.61, 0.57, and 0.55, respectively. The decrease in

performance was largely due to the drop in precision, suggesting a higher presence of

False Positives. With regards to ORG and PER, unsurprisingly both performed poorly.

ORG obtained extremely low results: the highest F1-score of 0.28 was achieved in

D3, followed by 0.27 in D1 and D2 and lastly, 0.25 in D4. On the other hand, PER got

slightly better scores. The best F1-score was observed in D2, followed by D1, D4, and

D3, with the following scores: 0.44, 0.43, 0.41 and 0.40, respectively. Unexpectedly,

when utilizing XLM-R and Spanish, in contrast to most of the previous setups, adding

multilingual data to the validation phase only achieved the highest average F1-score.

Furthermore, D3 and D4 were the worst performing datasets overall.
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mBERT XLM-R
D1 0.58 0.57

D2 0.58 0.58

D3 0.52 0.54

D4 0.58 0.54

Table 4.6.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores formBERT and XLM-R, using Spanish
as the source language

Dutch:Quantitative Analysis

Using mBERT, LOC and MISC performed remarkably, as observed in every other

experiment. However, the former achieved the lowest F1-score of 0.91 across every

experiment. The best F1-score of 0.96 was achieved by D4, whilst D2 and D3 achieved

a score of 0.94. MISC obtained the lowest F1 of 0.64 (due to a significant loss in the

precision score) and the highest of 0.75 in D3 and D1, respectively. D2 and D4 produced

the same F1 of 0.70 for MISC. Following the same pattern, ORG and PER performed

very poorly. ORG got the best F1-score of 0.33 in D4, followed by 0.32 in D3, 0.20 in D1

and 0.16 in D2. PER’s scores were approximately constant throughout: D4 achieved

the best score of 0.28, followed by D2 and D3 with an F1 of 0.27 and 0.21 for D1.

Similar to Arabic and English, adding multilingual data to the validation phase only

(D2) resulted in worse performance when compared to using only monolingual data

(D1). In addition, when providing multilingual data in the training stage only (D3)

produced better results whereas adding it to both training and validation achieved the

best overall results.

When it comes to XLM-R, LOC performed slightly better whereas MISC performed

worse. The former obtained its best F1-score of 0.96 in D2 followed by 0.95 in the

remaining datasets. MISC’s worse performance is mainly attributed to the significant

loss in precision scores, indicating a larger number of false positives. Its best score of

0.65 was achieved in D2, followed by 0.61 in D1, 0.57 in D4 and 0.55 in D3. On the other

hand, ORG and PER performed better however still achieved disappointing scores.

The best F1 of 0.28 for ORG was achieved in D3, followed by 0.27 in D1 and D2, and

0.25 in D4. PER’s scores were very comparable throughout the different datasets: the

best F1-score of 0.44 was achieved in D2, followed by 0.43 in D1, 0.41 in D4 and lastly,

0.40 in D3. In contrast to the results achieved in mBERT, adding multilingual data to

the validation phase only achieved the best results with an average F1-score of 0.58,

followed by D1 obtaining 0.57, and finally D3 and D4 with an average of 0.55, which

further demonstrates that for these XLM-R experiments, the monolingual data was

beneficial to the performance.

mBERT XLM-R
D1 0.52 0.57

D2 0.51 0.58

D3 0.54 0.55

D4 0.57 0.55

Table 4.7.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores for mBERT and XLM-R, using Dutch
as the source language
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4.1.3. Average F1-scores

In addition to the thorough quantitative analysis provided above, it is worth illustrating

the macro average F1-score of every dataset variation altogether in order to make

a comparison between the different configurations established in the training and

validation phases. The scores are demonstrated in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.

Evidently, D4, i.e. the dataset containing multilingual data in both training and

validation stages, generally outperforms the other dataset variations. It achieved the

best performance for both mBERT and XLM-R using Arabic, English and Italian as

the source language. In regards to Spanish and Dutch, D4 surpassed the other dataset

variations only when employing mBERT.

Furthermore, as discussed in the previous analyses, adding multilingual data to

the validation phase only was generally detrimental to the performance. In fact, D2

was the worst performing dataset for mBERT and XLM-R when using Arabic and for

mBERT when using English. Moreover, it was the second worst performing dataset

for the remaining models for English and Italian. Conversely, the opposite trend was

mostly seen when using Spanish and Dutch. Except for mBERT when using Dutch,

Multilingual BERT and XLM-R achieved the highest macro average in D2.

Arabic English Italian
mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

D1 3) 0.50 3) 0.52 3) 0.45 2) 0.47 4) 0.52 4) 0.52

D2 4) 0.49 4) 0.49 4) 0.41 3) 0.43 3) 0.53 3) 0.55

D3 2) 0.57 2) 0.59 2) 0.56 1) 0.59 2) 0.55 2) 0.57

D4 1) 0.59 1) 0.60 1) 0.61 1) 0.59 1) 0.59 1) 0.59

Table 4.8.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores obtained by mBERT and XLM-R using

Arabic, English, and Italian as source languages. The datasets are ranked in order

from 1 to 4, 1 signifying the best performing dataset and 4 the worst performing

dataset.

Spanish Dutch
mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

D1 1) 0.58 2) 0.57 3) 0.52 2) 0.57

D2 1) 0.58 1) 0.58 4) 0.51 1) 0.58

D3 2) 0.52 3) 0.54 2) 0.54 3) 0.55

D4 1) 0.58 3) 0.54 1) 0.57 3) 0.55

Table 4.9.: Dataset variations’ macro average F1-scores obtained by mBERT and XLM-R using

Spanish and Dutch as source languages. The datasets are ranked in order from 1

to 4, 1 signifying the best performing dataset and 4 the worst performing dataset.

4.1.4. Class imbalance

In classification, the class imbalance is a widely faced issue. Class imbalance occurs

when the the instances of some classes occur much more frequently than others. This

oversampling causes the performance to drop significantly. Therefore, in this study,

analyzing the number of instances per class per language is crucial to determine

whether the performance was skewed towards any of the classes. Table 4.10 illustrates

the count of each class, in addition to the percentage out of the total number of tags.

Naturally, although sentences tagged only with the Other tag were removed (exclud-

ing Maltese), the O class has the highest percentage of instances for every language.
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Arabic English Italian Spanish Dutch Maltese

B-LOC
Count 20167 14091 15860 4913 2630 180

Percentage 3.8% 3.98% 3.65% 2.11% 2.65% 1.09%

I-LOC
Count 6353 2786 7991 1891 333 57

Percentage 1.2% 0.79% 1.84% 0.81% 0.34% 0.35%

B-PER
Count 12364 6421 7157 4321 4115 307

Percentage 2.33% 1.82% 1.65% 1.85% 4.15% 1.87%

I-PER
Count 13348 6644 5021 3903 2528 232

Percentage 2.52% 1.88% 1.15% 1.67% 2.55% 1.41%

B-ORG
Count 6524 7599 2413 7390 1858 244

Percentage 1.23% 2.15% 0.56% 3.17% 1.88% 1.48%

I-ORG
Count 4306 6180 1765 4992 1052 243

Percentage 0.81% 1.75% 0.41% 2.14% 1.06% 1.48%

B-MISC
Count 8559 14300 5706 2173 2787 187

Percentage 1.61% 4.04% 1.31% 0.93% 2.81% 1.14%

I-MISC
Count 9078 2733 5268 3212 1140 135

Percentage 1.71% 0.77% 1.21% 1.38% 1.15% 0.82%

O
Count 449753 292889 383542 200583 82627 14861

Percentage 84.79% 82.82% 88.23% 85.95% 83.4% 90.3624%

Total 530452 353643 434723 233378 99070 16446

Table 4.10.: Number of tags per source language

Nevertheless, it is excluded from this section’s discussion given that it is not included

in the results.

LOC, the best performing class, has the highest count of tags in the Arabic and

Italian dataset, second highest in English and third highest in Spanish and Dutch. This

might explain its drop in performance when using English as the source language.

However, the performance in Spanish and Dutch remained stable when compared to

Arabic and Italian.

Interestingly, PER, one of the worst performing classes, has the highest percentage

of tags in the Dutch dataset, second highest in Arabic, Spanish and Italian and lowest

count in English. Unexpectedly, the skewed distribution around this class did not yield

any results in its favour.

ORG, also one of the worst performing classes, has the lowest count of tags in the

Arabic, Italian and Dutch datasets, the second lowest in English and highest in Spanish.

This might have contributed to the low scores.

Lastly, the MISC class, the second best performing class, has the highest percentage

of tags in the English dataset, second highest in Dutch, third highest in Arabic and

Italian and lowest in Spanish. This does not correlate with any of the obtained results.

For instance, using English as the source language yielded the worst scores for MISC.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion

In this thesis project, we experimented with massively multilingual models, namely

Multilingual Bert (mBERT) and XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R), by fine-tuning such models

on monolingual and multilingual data using Arabic, English, Italian, Spanish and

Dutch as source languages, and Maltese as the target language, for Named Entity

Recognition. These languages were chosen based upon the linguistic similarities

(particularly between Maltese and Arabic, English and Italian) and for comparability

with the previous Maltese NER projects. The main objective of this project was to

present a performance benchmark for Maltese NER in a zero-shot cross-lingual transfer

setup. Furthermore, the dataset variations were configured in such a way to test out

how the models perform when having monolingual or multilingual data in the training

and/or validation phase. In total, twenty different experiments were conducted.

After conducting the experiments, the research questions presented in the introduc-

tion can be addressed as follows:

1. Which source language (among Arabic, English, Italian, Spanish and Dutch)
produces the best transfer learning abilities for Maltese in NER?

As shown in Figure 5.1, interestingly, the highest computed mean of the macro

average F1-scores of every experiment per source language was achieved by

Spanish. This was quite surprising given the limited similarities between Spanish

and Maltese especially when compared to Arabic, English and Italian. However,

it is worth pointing out that the highest macro average F1-score of 0.61 was

achieved when using English as the source language, and mBERT as the pre-

trained model (see Table 4.3. Such result was achieved also in Farrugia (2021),

suggesting that the majority of Maltese named entities are of English origin.

Figure 5.1.:Mean of macro average F1-scores of every experiment per source language
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2. How do large multilingual models such as mBERT and XLM-R perform?

Figure 5.2 illustrates that overall XLM-R achieved slightly better scores per every

source language except for Spanish. However, as stated in the previous research

question, mBERT achieved the highest macro average F1-score.

Figure 5.2.:Mean of macro average F1-score means per dataset variation per pretrained

multilingual model

3. Does multilingual data in the training and/or validation stages affect the
performance of large multilingual models?

Lastly, as illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, using multilingual data in both

the training and the validation phases mostly had a positive impact on the

performance. Adding it to the training stage only generally performed better in

comparison to having only monolingual data or only multilingual data in the

validation phase. Interestingly, on the other hand, adding it the validation phase

only was generally detrimental, achieving the worst scores in most scenarios.
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Figure 5.3.:Macro average F1-scores mean achieved by each dataset variation with multin-

gual BERT (values can be found in Tables 4.2-4.7)

Figure 5.4.:Macro average F1-scores mean achieved by each dataset variation with XLM-

RoBERTa (values can be found in Tables 4.2-4.7)
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6. Future Work

For any future work, we would recommend the following. The experimental setup can

be improved in several ways. Firstly, when it comes to the data preprocessing, sourcing

out Arabic data from one of the Maghrebi-speaking countries and transliterating it to

the Latin script might be beneficial given that Maltese has evolved from the Maghrebi

dialect and is written in said script (Muller et al., 2020). Secondly, implementing data

augmentation techniques for NER (Dai and Adel, 2020) should aid in achieving better

performance when using such data-hungry models. Furthermore, a hyperparameter

search may improve the results by finding the best hyperparameters for the models,

however this might be very resource-intensive.

With regards to low-resource languages (including Maltese) in general, we suggest

researching in further detail of the inner working of such models in order to learn

new ways to adapt the models based upon the particular linguistic features of different

languages. Jawahar et al. (2019) and de Vries et al. (2020) conducted research to

explore the linguistic information stored in the BERT’s layers. we strongly believe

that leveraging such information for any language is very promising. Moreover, in

order to solve the issue of data scarcity, another possible helpful direction is to focus

on different low-resource methods, such as active learning, distant supervision, cross-

lingual projections, meta-learning and data augmentation techniques to ultimately

bypass the high resources needed to annotate data for certain languages and NLP

tasks.
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A. Code Snippets

The full code is available at https://github.com/krisfarr21/UU-SE-Thesis-Project. The

repository will be updated in the near future.

Argument Parser

’’’

Input: None

Process: Argument Parser object allows the user to choose the model, thesource

language and to

use monolingual or multilingual sentences in the training and/or validation

phases.

Output: None

’’’

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument(’-lang’, ’--language’, type=str, choices=[’italian’, ’

arabic’, ’english’, ’spanish’, ’

dutch’, ’all’],

help="choose source lang. Choose all if concatenating

datasets

together",

required=True)

parser.add_argument(’--model_checkpoint’, type=str, choices=[’mbert’, ’xlm-r’]

, help="choose mbert or xlm-r",

required=True)

parser.add_argument(’-tr-ling’,’--training_lingual’, type=str, choices=[’mono’

, ’multi’, ’concat’],

help=’Whether training data is mono or multi lingual’,

required=True)

parser.add_argument(’-valid-ling’, ’--validation_lingual’,type=str, choices=[’

mono’, ’multi’, ’concat’],

help=’Whether training data is mono or multi lingual’,

required=True)

args = parser.parse_args()

The argparser class method which allows the user to choose the source language, the

pretrained model and the lingual configuration.

Final Preprocessing Steps

@staticmethod

def preprocess_dataframe(df: pd.DataFrame) -> Dataset:

’’’

Input: Pandas Dataframe

Process: Convert string values to list, shuffle (especially important for

multilingual data),

create id column and convert to Dataset object

Output: Dataset object (HF class)

’’’

df[’ner_tags’] = df[’ner_tags’].apply(eval) # string values to list (pandas

shortcoming when reading csv)
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df[’tokens’] = df[’tokens’].apply(eval) # string values to list (pandas

shortcoming when reading csv)

df = df.sample(frac=1).reset_index(drop=True) # shuffling data to ensure input

from each language in each batch (

when using multilingual)

# df = df[(df[’tokens’].apply(lambda x: len(x) > 3))]

df[’id’] = [i+1 for i in range(len(df))] # reassign id column

df = Dataset.from_pandas(df) # converts pandas df into Dataset object

return df

Data shuffle and transformation from Pandas dataframe to Dataset object

BERT tokenizer

def tokenize_and_align_labels(self, examples):

’’’

Input: Pretokenized sentences

Process: Transformers Autotokenizer tokenizes the inputs, by converting the

tokens to

their corresponding IDs in the pretrained vocabulary, in the format the model

expects (subwords). Then the

labels are aligned with the token ids.

Output: Processed inputs into required format

’’’

tokenized_inputs = self.tokenizer(examples["tokens"], truncation=True,

is_split_into_words=True)

label_all_tokens = True

labels = []

for i, label in enumerate(examples[f"{self.TASK}_tags"]):

word_ids = tokenized_inputs.word_ids(batch_index=i)

previous_word_idx = None

label_ids = []

for word_idx in word_ids:

# Special tokens have a word id that is None. We set the label to -100

so they are automatically

# ignored in the loss function.

if word_idx is None:

label_ids.append(-100)

# We set the label for the first token of each word.

elif word_idx != previous_word_idx:

label_ids.append(label[word_idx])

# For the other tokens in a word, we set the label to either the

current label or -100,

depending on

# the label_all_tokens flag.

else:

label_ids.append(label[word_idx] if label_all_tokens else -100)

previous_word_idx = word_idx

labels.append(label_ids)

tokenized_inputs["labels"] = labels

return tokenized_inputs

def create_tokenized_datasets(self, dataset):

’’’

Input: Dataset object

Process: Using map to apply "tokenize_and_align_labels" function on every

sentence

Output: Tokenized dataset as the needed format

’’’
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tokenized_dataset = dataset.map(self.tokenize_and_align_labels, batched=True)

return tokenized_dataset

Tokenization and alignment of the tokens with their label ids

Trainer and TrainingArguments Classes

’’’

Input: None

Process: Initialize model arguments

Output: Model arguments

’’’

self.training_arguments = TrainingArguments( \

output_dir=self.output_dir,

evaluation_strategy = "epoch",

logging_strategy = ’epoch’,

save_steps = 5000,

logging_steps = 5000,

learning_rate=2e-5,

per_device_train_batch_size=self.BATCH_SIZE,

per_device_eval_batch_size=self.BATCH_SIZE,

num_train_epochs=3,

weight_decay=0.01,

remove_unused_columns=True,

report_to="wandb",

logging_dir=self.logging_dir)

return self.training_arguments

def create_trainer(self):

’’’

Input: None

Process: Creating trainer

Output: Trainer

’’’

self.trainer = Trainer(

self.model,

self.train_args(),

train_dataset=self.train_df,

eval_dataset=self.valid_df,

data_collator=self.data_collator,

tokenizer=self.tokenizer,

compute_metrics=self.compute_metrics

)

return self.trainer

Initializing Trainer and TrainingArguments classes
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